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Properties of AB copolymers with a special adsorption-tuned primary structure
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As one of the realizations of our recently proposed idea of conformation-dependent sequence design~engi-
neering! of AB copolymers, here we introduce the notion of adsorption-tuned copolymers~ATC’s!. Such
copolymers are prepared by adsorbing a homopolymer chain onto a flat surface, after which its adsorbed
segments are called typeA ones, and its unadsorbed segments typeB ones. Next, for the primary structure
generated in this way, we study the adsorption of ATC’s on~some other! surface for the case when only the
type A segments are attracted to this surface. The properties of the ATC copolymers are compared with those
of random copolymers~RC’s! with the same content of typeA segments, and random-block copolymers
~RBC’s! with the same content of typeA segments and the same number of blocks. It is shown that the specific
features of the ATC primary structure promote adsorption of the ATC chains, leading to an increase of their
~negative! critical adsorption energy and the number of adsorbed segments as compared to that of RC and RBC
chains. Some characteristics of the adsorbed single chains~statistics of trains, loops, and tails! are studied. The
difference between the ATC, RBC, and RC ensembles in these characteristics is explained by the difference in
the primary structures of the copolymers. The results obtained support the general idea of conformation-
dependent sequence design ofAB copolymers, and are probably connected with the theory of the early stages
of macromolecular prebiological evolution.@S1063-651X~99!08602-X#

PACS number~s!: 61.25.Hq, 36.20.Ey, 83.70.Hq, 87.15.By
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently@1–3#, we proposed the idea of conformatio
dependent sequence design~engineering! of AB copolymers
consisting of monomeric units of two sorts,A and B. This
approach includes the generation of a special primary
quence inAB copolymers from some specific conformatio
of a homopolymer chain~‘‘parent’’ conformation! via a
‘‘coloring procedure’’ of the instant image of such chain.
Refs.@1–3# we realized this idea for the case when the ‘‘pa
ent’’ conformation corresponds to a dense globule of a
mopolymer chain: the monomer units lying in the core
such globule were designated asB units and called hydro-
phobic, while the monomeric units belonging to the surfa
of the ‘‘instant image’’ of a globule were designated asA
units and called hydrophilic. In this way we generated
called ‘‘proteinlike copolymers.’’ Further studies of th
properties of such copolymers have shown that their beh
ior is essentially different from that of the random copo
mers with the sameA/B composition, and random-block co
polymers with the sameA/B composition and the sam
‘‘degree of blockiness’’@1–3#. In particular, the coil-globule
transition in proteinlikeAB copolymers occurring unde
gradual increase of the attraction ofB units takes place a
higher temperatures, is more abrupt, and has faster kine
as compared to random and random-block copolymers w
the sameA/B composition and the same ‘‘degree of block
ness.’’ We concluded that the reason for this is that the p
teinlike copolymer ‘‘inherits’’ ~or ‘‘memorizes’’! some of
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~3!/3071~8!/$15.00
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the properties of the parent globule~in particular, the exis-
tence of well-formed singleB core coupled with stabilizingA
envelope! which are then manifested in other conditio
@1–3#, making the dense globule self-assembly easier to
alize.

In the present paper we will consider another realizat
of the outlined idea. That is, we will assume that the par
conformation is that of adsorbed homopolymer chain. F
some ‘‘instant image’’ of adsorbed chain, the adsorb
monomer units will be colored inA color, while the units in
tails and loops will be assigned aB color. We will call the
primary structure obtained in this way an ‘‘adsorption-tun
AB copolymer.’’ We initially assumed, and we will show
that this is indeed the case, that in this way we obtain anAB
sequence specially ‘‘tuned’’ for the adsorption on anoth
flat surface in the case of attraction ofA units to that surface.

More specifically, the primary structures of th
adsorption-tuned copolymers are obtained by the follow
procedure. A homopolymer chain is allowed to adsorb ont
flat surface@see Fig. 1~a!#. Then its adsorbed segments~i.e.,
those lying on the surface! are called typeA segments and al
the other ones~i.e., those not lying on the surface! are called
type B segments@Fig. 1~b!#. After the primary structure is
fixed, two different potentials of interaction of typeA andB
segments with an adsorbing surface are introduced@Fig.
1~c!#. Type B segments interact with the surface only ste
cally, whereas typeA segments are both sterically repelle
from the surface and attracted to it with the energy«.

Similar to proteinlike copolymers@1–3#, adsorption-tuned
3071 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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copolymers~ATC’s! can exhibit some special properties. F
example, they must differ in their primary structure fro
random copolymers~RC’s! with the sameA/B composition
or random-block copolymers~RBC’s! with the sameA/B
composition and average lengths of typeA and B blocks.
Because the ATC primary structures were prepared from
sorbed chains, in an ATC chain the typeA segments occupy
the sites most ‘‘suitable’’ for adsorption. Thus it is probab
that adsorption of ATC chains would proceed more eas
which would result in a reduced absolute value of the criti
adsorption energy or possibility of adsorption at higher te
peratures. In addition to this, the difference in primary str
ture can result in some specific features of the adsor
layer, as compared to the cases of random and random-b
AB copolymers with the same fraction of typeA segments
~and, in the case of RBC’s, with the same number of block!.
In the present work, we study these effects in the case
adsorption of single chains using the Monte Carlo simulat
technique and a lattice model of a polymer chain.

When preparing chains of a given type~i.e., the ATC, RC,
or RBC chains!, we obtain a set of different primary struc
tures, i.e., an ensemble of chains characterized by a ce

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the sequence design p
dure leading to an adsorption-tuned primary structure.
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distribution of primary structures. It is clear that any prima
structure is in principle present in each of the three
sembles; however, in general, the weights of a certain
mary structure in the ensembles are different. So, to comp
the properties of ATC, RC, and RBC primary structures,
each of the ensembles we should either indicate a chara
istic primary structure and compare the properties of th
characteristic chains, or calculate the characteristics of in
est for each chain and then perform averaging over the
sembles. In fact, we found it difficult to indicate a typic
primary structure for each of the ensembles. So we compa
the ensembles as a whole by performing averaging ove
representative sample of primary structures for each of
ensembles.

In the next sections, we describe the lattice model use
this study and the procedure of preparation of the three
sembles, and then compare these ensembles from the
of view of the properties of the copolymer structure, t
critical adsorption energy, and the characteristics of adsor
chains.

II. MODEL

A. Lattice model of a copolymer chain
with a given primary structure

We simulate anAB copolymer molecule using a modifi
cation of the bond-fluctuation model@4–8#. The polymer
chain consisting of typeA and B segments is placed in
three-dimensional~3D! cubic lattice, which is infinite in the
x and y directions and limited in thez direction by the two
planesz50 and z5zmax. The distance between planes
large, so that the chain cannot interact simultaneously w
both planes. Both typeA andB segments are not allowed t
move to the layersz50 and z5zmax. In addition to this,
there is a short-range potential of attraction of typeA seg-
ments to the surfacez50: the energy« is attributed to each
type A segment lying in the layerz51. This is the only
respect, in which typeA andB segments are different.

The excluded-volume condition is enforced by that ea
segment of a chain occupies one lattice site and other
ments are not allowed to occupy both this site and its nea
environment~i.e., 26 adjacent sites in the 3D space!. The
length of a bond between two neighboring segments,b, can
fluctuate betweenb52 andb5A8 lattice spacings, so that
polymer chain is represented by a sequence of effective b
vectors,b, belonging to the set

ce-
$b%P$P~2,0,0!;P~2,1,0!;P~2,1,1!;P~2,2,0!%. ~1!
rlo
ed

if-
in-
whereP( i x , j y ,kz) stands for the set of all permutations a
sign combinations of6 i x ,6 j y ,6kz . In this case, the set o
bond vectors$b% connecting two successive segments c
tains 66 allowed vectorsb with four different choices of the
bond length

bP$2,A5,A6,A8% ~2!
-

Evolution of a chain is simulated by a common Monte Ca
procedure, the details of which are well known and describ
elsewhere@4–8#.

B. Generation of the ensembles of adsorption-tuned, random,
and random-block copolymers

Using the model described in Sec. II A, we generated d
ferent configurations of a single homopolymer chain conta
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PRE 59 3073PROPERTIES OFAB COPOLYMERS WITH A SPECIAL . . .
ing N532 segments~all of type A) and interacting with a
flat surfacez50 with the segment-surface attraction ener
« («521.0 in kT units!. At this value of«, 1 000 000 con-
figurations were obtained and each 1000th of them was
corded by assigning unity to each adsorbed and zero to
unadsorbed segment. In subsequent studies, these re
were treated as ATC primary structures, where unity in
cated a typeA segment and zero corresponded to a typeB
segment.

It is evident that some of the obtained primary structu
consist of only typeB segments. The frequency of appea
ance of these latter primary structures ofN5NB typeB seg-
ments depends on the parameter of the simulation boxzmax.
So, in order for the ensemble averages to be independe
such an artificial parameter as the simulation box size, an
reflect the pure effect of the attraction energy« at which the
ATC ensemble was generated, we excluded these prim
structures from subsequent consideration.

Estimation of the average fractionpA of type A segments
for the ATC ensemble generated at«521.0 gave pA
50.20560.05. At this value ofpA , we generated a sampl
of 1000 primary structures of random copolymers. We n
that by random copolymers we mean those for which
probability pA of each monomer to be of typeA is constant
throughout the whole polymer. This means, for example, t
the conditional probabilitypA( i 11,i ) that the (i 11)th seg-
ment is of typeA when the ith segment is also of typeA is
equal to pA . The average fraction of typeA segments in
random copolymers is equal to the probabilitypA .

The next step was to generate the corresponding R
ensemble. By definition, the RBC chains are characteri
by the Poisson distribution of the typeA andB block lengths,

f ~x!5e2llx/x!, ~3!

wherel is the average length (lA for type A blocks andlB
for typeB blocks!. Systematic consideration and comparis
of the properties of the ensembles implies that we must
termine^lA& and^lB& for the ATC ensemble generated pr
viously, and create the RBC ensemble using these par
eters in the corresponding Poisson distributions. In this c
the next step is the calculation and comparison of
ensemble-averaged critical adsorption energies and the s
tural characteristics of adsorbed chains for the three
sembles.

However, both ensembles contain a rather large frac
of chains with a small content of typeA segments~see Fig.
2!. For such chains, determination of the critical adsorpt
energy and some other characteristics is rather diffic
Therefore, we restricted our consideration by the ATC a
RC subensembles of chains containingNA58 type A seg-
ments. The average content of such chains is 0.0760.01 in
the ATC ensemble and 0.1360.02 in the RC ensemble. O
course, the properties of subensembles differ slightly fr
those of the whole corresponding ensembles~see the discus
sion below on the data in Table I!. Nevertheless, such sep
ration of a certain fraction of chains from an ensemble s
allows us to solve the problem of interest, i.e., to study
effect of the primary structure on the process of adsorpti

So, from the ATC and RC ensembles we separated
chains containingNA58 type A segments. After that, we
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calculated̂ lA& and^lB& for the ATC subensemble of chain
with NA58, and used the obtained characteristics to gene
a sample of 2000 chains of the RBC ensemble. From
sample, we also separated the fraction withNA58. There
were 259 such chains. Table I summarizes the average b
lengths for the three ensembles as a whole, for the sub
sembles withNA58, and for the samples of 50 primar
structures withNA58 used in subsequent calculations of t
adsorption properties.

In addition for the average block lengths, we separat
calculated the lengths of the internal and end blocks of b
types. By an end block we mean the last or first block o
copolymer. By an internal block we mean a block that is n
an end one. So a copolymer ofk>3 blocks has two end
blocks andk22 internal blocks.

As can be seen from Table I, the RC ensemble as a wh
and its subensemble withNA58 are characterized by th
shortest block lengths. For RC chains, the difference
tween the lengths of internal and end blocks of the same t
is small, and can be explained by statistical errors. The A
ensemble as a whole and its fraction withNA58 are char-
acterized by very long typeB end blocks. In this case, th
difference between end blocks and internal typeB blocks
cannot be explained by insufficient statistics. In fact, the r
sons for this difference are apparent. As is known, in
weak adsorption regime, the average length of unadsor
tails is larger than that of adsorbed fragments of a chain@9#,
and those were the conditions of the ATC ensemble pre
ration. As follows from the data of Ref.@8#, where we stud-
ied the same lattice model for a homopolymer chain,
critical adsorption energy is around21.0 ~in kT units!, and
the ATC ensemble was obtained just at«521.0. As for the
generated sample of the RBC ensemble, it has nearly
same average block lengths as the ATC subensemble

FIG. 2. The distribution of chains with respect to the number
type A segments for ATC and RC ensembles of chains of len
N532. The ATC ensemble was obtained at«521.0 ~in units of
kT), which corresponds to the average content of typeA segments
pA50.205. Two sets of ensemble-averaged data are shown to
mate the statistical error.
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TABLE I. Average lengths of end and internal typeA and B blocks for the ATC, RBC, and RC en
sembles, and their fractions withNA58.

^lA, int& ^lA,end& ^lA& ^lB, int& ^lB,end& ^lB&

Averaging over 1000 ATC chains with arbitraryNA ~two realizations!
2.49 2.47 2.49 3.59 12.74 7.97
2.46 2.44 2.45 4.08 12.30 8.03

Averaging over ATC chains withNA58 ~69 of 1000 primary structures!

2.59 2.30 2.54 4.22 10.21 6.65
Averaging over a sample of 50 ATC chains withNA58

2.47 2.14 2.41 4.57 9.44 6.42
Averaging over 1000 RC chains with arbitraryNA ~two realizations!

1.25 1.20 1.25 4.16 4.66 4.29
1.25 1.30 1.26 4.22 4.81 4.38

Averaging over RC chains withNA58 ~157 of 1000 primary structures!

1.28 1.16 1.27 3.58 3.38 3.54
Averaging over a sample of 50 RC chains withNA58

1.35 1.19 1.33 3.84 3.26 3.70
Averaging over 2000 RBC chains with arbitraryNA

2.67 2.63 2.66 6.73 5.86 6.42
Averaging over RBC chains withNA58 ~259 of 2000 primary structures!

2.52 2.16 2.45 7.19 5.85 6.70
Averaging over a sample of 50 RBC chains withNA58

2.57 2.29 2.50 7.60 5.87 6.98
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NA58, and the difference between the end and inter
block lengths is not large. However, in this case the e
blocks are noticeably shorter than the internal ones. Thi
also quite understandable, because the length of the last
ment in a chain is always not larger~more often, it is
smaller! than the corresponding generated Poisson rand
number~if the generated Poisson random number is sma
than the length of the remaining part of the chain, then t
segment is not last!. In the next sections, we estimate th
subensemble-averaged critical adsorption energies and s
characteristics of the adsorbed chains, and compare t
properties for the three ensembles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Calculation and comparison of the ensemble-averaged
critical adsorption energies

To estimate the critical adsorption energy of a sin
polymer chain, we determine the average number of typA
chain segments lying on the adsorbing surface,NA,ads, as a
function of the energy« of attraction of a typeA segment
and the adsorbing surface. Interception of thex axis with the
straight line tangential to a sigmoidal approximation of t
obtained dependenceNA,ads(«) at the inflection point gives
an estimate of the critical adsorption energy of the chain

In Ref. @8#, we had an experience of calculating the d
pendences ofNads on « for a similar model of a polymer
chain. We have seen that an accurate determination of
dependences for a single copolymer chain requires avera
over the trajectory of about 106 Monte Carlo~MC! passes.
~We recall that on average, each particle makes one, suc
ful or unsuccessful, trial move per MC pass.!

In the case of this paper, the problem is more difficu
because we have to perform averaging with respect to a
al
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ficiently large number of different primary structures, and f
each of these primary structures the accuracy in determ
tion of NA,ads(«) must be sufficiently high. So, for the re
quired computer time to be acceptable, we performed a
aging over 50 conformations chosen randomly from
ATC, RC, and RBC subensembles withNA58. For each of
the chains, the averaging was performed over a MC tra
tory of 150 000 MC passes. This provided sufficient accura
in determination of theNA,adsagainst« curves.

Because the fraction withNA58 of the generated sampl
of 1000 ATC chains consists of only 69 primary structure
our limit of consideration by only 50 primary structure
seems reasonable. For each sample of 50 primary struct
for which the subsequent calculations were perform
we also calculated the average block leng
^lA, int&, ^lA,end&, ^lA&, ^lB, int&, ^lB,end&, and ^lB&, and
summarized these values in the table. As can be seen
difference in these parameters for the whole subensem
and its portion of 50 primary structures is never more th
10%. So, from this point of view, use of a sample of 5
primary structures to represent the subensemble withNA
58 for each ensemble seems reasonable.

Figure 3 presents the dependence of the subensem
average numberNA,ads of type A segments lying on the ad
sorbing surface as a function of the energy« of attraction
between a typeA segment and the adsorbing surface for t
three subensembles. At each« studied, the inequality
NA,ads ATC.NA,ads RBC.NA,ads RC is fulfilled. The estimates
of the critical adsorption energy found as the points of int
ception of the x axis with the corresponding tangenti
straight lines satisfy similar inequality«cr RC,«cr RBC
,«cr ATC .

So, the RC subensemble, which is characterized by
shortest average lengths of both typeA andB blocks, has a
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considerably lower critical adsorption energy~with the larg-
est absolute value!, as compared to other ensembles. This
consistent with the analytical result obtained previously
regularAB copolymers@10#, according to which the absolut
value of the critical adsorption energy decreases with
increasing block length at the same fraction of typeA seg-
ments.

Comparison of«cr for the ATC and RBC subensembles
of interest, because these two subensembles have the
average block lengths, and the difference in their critical
ergies can be due only to the difference in primary structu
In fact, the studied sample of 50 RBC chains has e
slightly longer typeA and B block lengths than the studie
sample of 50 ATC chains. Nevertheless, the estimate of
ATC critical adsorption energy is larger than the correspo
ing RBC value, and this difference cannot be explained
statistical errors~see Fig. 3!. The same conclusion can b
formulated for the number of adsorbed segments at a g
value of«A . We relate this difference to specific features
the ATC primary structures. For example, the ATC cha
show a considerable difference in the internal and end typB
block lengths. This indicates that in ATC chains typeA seg-
ments form more compact regions~as compared to RBC
chains!, thus favoring adsorption.

The difference in the primary structures influences
only the critical adsorption energy but the characteristics
adsorbed chains as well~especially in the strong adsorptio
regime!. We study this effect in Sec. III B.

B. Comparison of properties of adsorbed ATC, RBC,
and RC chains

In Sec. III A, we studied the ensemble-averaged numb
of type A segments lying on the surface in the case of
sorption of a single chain for the ATC, RBC, and RC su

FIG. 3. The average number of adsorbed typeA segments
against the attraction energy«A ~in units ofkT) for ATC, RBC, and
RC chains of lengthN532 with the content of typeA segments
NA58. Two sets of ensemble-averaged data are shown to esti
the statistical error.
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ensembles. In this section, we compare some other ave
characteristics of adsorbed single chains of the RC, R
and ATC subensembles with the same content of typeA
segments (NA58). We calculate the following parameter
the average numbers of segments belonging to train, lo
and tail sections of a chain,ntr(«), nlp(«), and ntl(«), re-
spectively; and the average numbers of train, loop, and
sections in a chain,ktr(«), klp(«)5ktr(«)21, andktl(«), re-
spectively.~By a train section of a chain we mean its a
sorbed section; a loop is an unadsorbed section between
trains, and a tail is the unadsorbed end section of a chain~cf.
Ref. @9#!. So, we always haventr1nlp1ntl5N.) We recall
that, first, a thermodynamic average of each of these va
is found for a chain with a certain primary structure, an
then, the obtained thermodynamic average is averaged
the sample of 50 primary structures of the correspond
subensemble. After that, we find the average lengths of tr
loop, and tail sections l tr(«)5ntr(«)/ktr(«), l lp(«)
5nlp(«)/klp(«), and l tl(«)5ntl(«)/ktl(«), respectively.

Figure 4 shows variation ofktl andklp5ktr21 with «. As
can be seen, the average number of tails per chain is ne
the same for the three ensembles. In all three cases, the
ber of tails decreases slightly with«, indicating that in the
weak adsorption regime more than half of chains have
unadsorbed tail sections, whereas in the strong adsorp
regime most of the chains have only one unadsorbed
section.

ate

FIG. 4. The average numbers of train, loop, and tail secti
ktr , klp , and ktl , respectively, in ATC, RBC, and RC chains o
lengthN532 with the content of typeA segmentsNA58 as func-
tions of the attraction energy«A ~in units of kT). Two sets of
ensemble-averaged data are shown to estimate the statistical e
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In the absence of adsorption, the average numbers of
and loop sections are nearly the same for the three
sembles, whereas in the strong adsorption regime these
acteristics are considerably different. In the strong adsorp
regime, nearly all typeA segments and some portion of typ
B segments lie on the surface. So loops can be formed
from type B segments. As the RC chains have the larg
number of typeB blocks, they exhibit the largest number
loops in the adsorbed state. Because in the ATC chains
A segments are placed more compactly than in the R
chains~i.e., the average lengths of the internal typeB blocks
are shorter for ATC chains!, they exhibit the lowest numbe
of loops in the strong adsorption regime.

Figure 5 presents a variation of the average number
segments in train, loop, and tail segments with«. In the
absence of adsorption, the difference in these characteri
is not large for the three subensembles. In the strong ads
tion regime, the average number of segments in train s
tions ~i.e., the average number of chain segments lying
the adsorbing surface! is nearly the same for RBC and ATC
chains, whereas for RC chains it is noticeably higher. Thi
quite understandable, because in the strong adsorption
gime all typeA segments and some portion of typeB seg-
ments lie on the adsorbing surface. For all types of cha
we haveNA58. The probability that a typeB segment adja-
cent to a typeA block is adsorbed is higher than the sam

FIG. 5. The average numbers of segments in train, loop, and
sectionsntr , nlp , and ntl , respectively, for ATC, RBC, and RC
chains of lengthN532 with the content of typeA segmentsNA

58 as functions of the attraction energy«A ~in units of kT). Two
sets of ensemble-averaged data are shown to estimate the stat
error.
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probability for a typeB segment not adjacent to a typeA
block. For the RBC and ATC chains, the number of blocks
close, whereas for RC chains it is considerably higher.
for RC chains, the number of adsorbed typeB segments
~and, therefore,ntr) is considerably higher than for RBC an
ATC chains, for which the difference inntr is rather small.

In the strong adsorption regime, the average numbe
segments in loop sections is nearly the same for the RBC
RC subensembles. At the same time, the corresponding A
value is considerably smaller. This is due to the fact that
ATC chains the end typeB blocks are considerably longe
than the internal ones, and the average number of typB
blocks is the same for ATC and RBC chains. The relatio
between the numbers of segments in tail sections for
three ensembles can be explained similarly.

Figure 6 shows variation of the average lengths of tra
loop, and tail sections for the three subensembles. We re
that in the strong adsorption regime trains are formed p
erably from typeA blocks with some contribution of typeB
segments; loops are formed from internal type B blocks, a
tails are formed from end typeB blocks. The data of Fig. 6
exhibit a correlation with the average lengths of the cor
sponding blocks~see Table I!. As expected, in all cases th
average train lengths are slightly greater than the corresp
ing type A blocks ~for the studied samples of 50 primar
structures! and the average loop and tail length are sligh
shorter than the lengths of internal and end typeB blocks,

il

tical

FIG. 6. The average lengths of train, loop, and tail sectio
l tr , l lp , and l tl , respectively, for ATC, RBC, and RC chains o
lengthN532 with the content of typeA segmentsNA58 as func-
tions of the attraction energy«A ~in units of kT). Two sets of
ensemble-averaged data are shown to estimate the statistical e
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respectively. So, we conclude that the difference in the
mary structure of copolymers manifests itself in the char
teristics of adsorption of the copolymers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The ATC ensemble was compared with a RC ensembl
chains with the sameAB composition and a RBC ensemb
with the sameAB composition and average lengths of typeA
andB blocks. The ATC and RBC chains consist of smal
number of different blocks, as compared to the RC chains
addition to this, the ATC chains have longer end typeB
blocks and shorter internal typeB blocks, as compared to th
RBC chains. This difference in the primary structure
chains of the three ensembles leads to the difference in
critical adsorption energy and the characteristics of adsor
chains. The fact that the RC ensemble is characterized
lower ~the largest by the absolute value! critical adsorption
energy than the RBC and ATC ensembles can be expla
by the fact that the typeA andB blocks of the RC chains ar
considerably shorter than those of the RBC and ATC cha
At the same time, the difference in the critical adsorpti
energy for the RBC and ATC ensembles~which are charac-
terized by the same average block lengths! can be explained
only by the details of the ATC primary structure. Because
the ATC chains the end typeB blocks are longer than th
internal typeB blocks, the typeA segments are placed mo
compactly in a chain. This specific feature of the ATC p
mary structure promotes adsorption of ATC chains. T
studied characteristics of the adsorbed chains are diffe
for the three ensembles. This difference is consistent with
details of the copolymer primary structures.

Thus the difference in the adsorption behavior of AT
RC, and RBC chains can be rationally explained by tak
into account the specific features of the primary structure
these chains. On the other hand, the obtained results su
the general idea of a conformation-dependent sequence
sign ofAB copolymers proposed in Refs.@1–3#. That is, the
generated ATC sequence ‘‘memorized’’ some features of
R.
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-
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,
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specific ‘‘parent’’ conformation of the adsorbed homopol
mer chain. In particular, the position ofA segments turned
out to be ‘‘tuned’’ in the best way for subsequent adsorpt
on another surface. It is not surprising, therefore, that t
memorized hidden information became apparent as soo
we considered the adsorption ofAB copolymers on anothe
surface. Among the three types ofAB copolymers which we
studied, ATC chains adsorb better at a given adsorption
ergy ~see Fig. 3!. In other words, theAB chain ‘‘learns to be
adsorbed’’ in the parent conformation, and this ‘‘expe
ence’’ is used in the subsequent ‘‘life’’ of this copolyme
There are obvious implications of this result for a theoreti
description of the early stages of macromolecular prebiolo
cal evolution.

It should be noted that although the problems discusse
this paper are different from those encountered in the pro
folding area, these are obvious parallels in approaches
this rapidly developing field. Indeed, it is generally accep
that nature proteins are the result of an evolutionary
quence selection to optimize the stability and kinetic acc
sibility of the native conformation@11–28#. The subject of
the present paper is also connected with a well-known pr
lem of the successful design of amino acid sequences
control the native protein structure at the coarse-grained le
@29–40#. In this case, the simplest model of proteins, t
so-called two letterHP model, consists of sequences ma
up of just two kinds of amino acids (H andP representing
hydrophobic and polar residues! configured as self-avoiding
chains on a three-dimensional lattice, and described b
model contact Hamiltonian@32–40#. In a sense, our se
quence design procedure has some parallels in the ge
ideology to that proposed several years ago by Shakhno
and co-workers for protein design problems@29#. There is
also a very recent application@39# of design procedure which
considers an off-lattice model similar to the one used in
present study~see also Refs.@1–3#!, as well as the idea of an
initial choice of a homopolymer conformation and subs
quent design with a two letter code.
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